"We'll dream on these snaps... come December!"

Good snaps indeed bring back good times! And how easy to get them when you use Kodak Verichrome Film. You press the button... it does the rest. That's why it's America's favorite film, by far.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y.

Kodak Film
...the film in the familiar yellow box
A GERM IS SO SMALL THAT YOU COULD CARRY A THOUSAND ON YOUR THUMB-NAIL AND NEVER EVEN SEE THEM!

CAN YOU IMAGINE WHAT THE WORLD WOULD BE LIKE IF YOU WERE SUDDENLY REDUCED TO GER-M SIZE, AND TRAPPED IN A LABORATORY WITH FULL-SIZED MEN TRYING TO KILL YOU?

THAT'S WHAT HAPPENED TO WONDER WOMAN—BEAUTIFUL AS APHRODITE, WISE AS ATHENA, STRONGER THAN HERCULES, AND SWIFTER THAN MERCURY—WHEN SHE WAS SPRAYED WITH "THE SHRINKING FORMULA!"
“AT GLOBAL LABORATORIES, WHERE I WORK, DR. MARY DEAN, THE SCIENTIST ANNOUNCED A STARTLING DISCOVERY!”

ROY, DARLING! DR. GREY—'I FINALLY COMPLETED MY EXPERIMENT! HERE IT IS! REDUSO LIQUID! MY FORMULA TO REDUCE GERMS TO SUCH A MINUTE SIZE THAT THEY WILL BE UNABLE TO HARM HUMANS!

THAT'S WONDERFUL, MARY—'I—MEAN DR. DEAN!

SO YOU'VE FINALLY SUCCEEDED, MARY—'IN SPITE OF MY DOUBTS!

IN TIME OF WAR, THIS WOULD BE WORTH MILLIONS! IT COULD REDUCE ARMIES TO A SIZE WHERE THEY WOULD BE POWERLESS! NATIONS COULD BE MADE HELPLESS!

I MEANT IT FOR HEALING—NOT WAR!

PLEASE, ROY—'JUST LET ME TAKE CARE OF IT, DARLING! YOU KNOW I'LL DO WHAT IS BEST FOR BOTH OF US! YOU'RE A WONDERFUL SCIENTIST BUT ONLY A WOMAN, AFTER ALL, AND THIS IS A MAN'S WORLD!

“I HEARD DR. GREY'S STORY, STEVE. MY WOMAN'S INTUITION TELLS ME YOU'LL BETTER HURRY TO THE LAB RIGHT AWAY!”

MEET THE HEAD OF THE WOMAN'S INTUITION DEPARTMENT, DR. GREY—LT. DIANA PRINCE!

“SO I CAME TO YOU, STEVE. AS COLONEL OF ARMY INTELLIGENCE, YOU'RE THE MAN TO SEE—"

-- BECAUSE MARY HAS NOW BEEN MISSING THREE DAYS! DR. DIRKE, HER FIANCE, REMAINS LOCKED IN THE LAB AND WON'T TALK ABOUT IT!

HM—?

AS STEVE AND DR. GREY HURRY OUT--

WAIT FOR ME, STEVE!

NO, DI! THIS IS NOT A CASE FOR A WOMAN! YOU'D BETTER STAY HERE!
A moment later, Diana Prince makes a lightning change into Wonder Woman!

Every time Steve goes on a case that is too tough for a woman, he always winds up in trouble! I'd better keep an eye on him and...

The Amazon Princess summons her amazing plane by mental robot control...

-- also find out what happened to Dr. Mary Dean!

A few seconds later, Wonder Woman arrives at Global Laboratories.

Robot control -- maintain 360 degree arc -- altitude 30,000 feet!

Inside the lab --

Wonder Woman! What are you doing here?

Dr. Dirke -- you can't put me off like you did Dr. Grey! Where's Dr. Mary Dean?

How did Wonder Woman find out?

Never mind that! Just make sure Wonder Woman's not found alive again!

Leave it to us, boss!

Duck this, Wonder Woman!
WONDER WOMAN PLAYS BULLETS AND BRACELETS WITH THE SCALPELS.

LOOK! SHE'S MAKIN' THE KNIVES BOUNCE OFF HER BRACELETS!

IT'S A SHAME TO DULL SUCH SHARP SCALPELS! BUT THEY'RE ALL IN THE WRONG HANDS ANYWAY!

CLANG!

RUSH HER-- SHE CAN'T BEAT ALL OF YOU AT THE SAME TIME!

RELAX, BOSS! SHE WAS LUCKY BEFORE-- THAT'S ALL!

IF AMAZON TRAINING IS WHAT YOU CALL LUCK--

HERE'S SOMETHING TO TAME AN AMAZON!

ONLY ONE THING CAN TAME AN AMAZON!

HERE IT IS! IT WORKS ON MORTALS TOO! I COMMAND YOU TO TELL ME WHAT HAPPENED TO DR. MARY DEAN!

SOMETHING-- COMPULS ME--

WONDER WOMAN CAPTURES DR. DIRKE WITH THE MAGIC LASSO--
I wanted the formula for myself! So I got rid of Mary! I reduced her in size until she can't be seen without a microscope!

Great Hera! Where is she now?

I don't know! Somewhere in this room! I haven't been able to find her!

Wonder Woman! Angel—how'd you get here ahead of us?

Crash!!

Now's our chance! Blast 'em!

Merciful Minerva! Those men are desperate! They'll hurt Steve and Dr. Grey!

Wonder Woman hurls her magic lasso at Dr. Dirke's men!

Steve—Dr. Grey—get down!

Nice work, Angel!

Yeow!
WHILE WONDER WOMAN IS SUBLIMING DR. DIRKE'S MEN--

WONDER WOMAN IS TOO GENTLE WITH HER PRISONERS! SHE SHOULD HAVE KNOCKED ME OUT WHEN SHE HAD THE CHANCE! THIS WILL DISPOSE OF YOU!

STOP HIM BEFORE--!

-- JUST AS IT DISPOSED OF DR. MARY DEAN! HA HA!

HE REDUCED STEVE AND DR. GREY TO A SIZE INVISIBLE TO THE EYE! MARY'S FORMULA MUST BE IN THAT TEST TUBE!

WONDER WOMAN!

YOU SAW WHAT HAPPENED TO YOUR FRIENDS! SURRENDER OR THE SAME THING WILL HAPPEN TO YOU!

AN AMAZON NEVER SURRENDERS!

MY ONLY CHANCE TO FIND THE OTHERS IS TO ALLOW DR. DIRKE TO REDUCE ME TO THEIR SIZE!

YOU ASKED FOR IT! AND HERE IT IS--

OH HAH!

THEY'RE ALL IN THIS ROOM NOW! HELPLESS! SO REDUCED IN SIZE THAT A SINGLE HAIR WOULD BE AS BIG AS A GIANT REDWOOD TREE TO THEM! I'M GOING TO HUNT THEM DOWN SCIENTIFICALLY-- AND DESTROY THEM! THEN NO ONE WILL STAND IN THE WAY OF MY SELLING THE FORMULA TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER!
Meanwhile, Wonder Woman reduced to microscopic size finds herself in a weird looking forest.

I can't understand how I got to this forest?? The formula reduces one to microscopic size--it doesn't transport one from one place to another??

Suddenly--Wonder Woman! Help! Can't hold--on!

It's Steve! And Dr. Grey! They must have landed atop a hair on the rug when they were reduced!

Spinning moons of Jupiter! Since I'm now microscopic in size, everything of normal size has become gigantic by contrast! And this--this forest--must be the rug that is on the floor of the laboratory!

The Amazon Princess catches the hurtling bodies just in time!

Praise be to Aphrodite--I've caught you! You can say that again, beautiful--for me!
Wonder Woman! We've got to find Mary Dean! She must be around here somewhere! Perhaps she's hurt? Perhaps--?

Listen!

That's Mary's voice! She must be in terrible danger!

We'd better get over there right away!

I can't wait for you boys! I'll see you later--

Wonder Woman races off the end of the rug and--

Wonder Woman! Thank goodness--you're here! Someone--dropped a shirt-button on me--I'm caught under it--

I'll have you freed in the twinkling of a Jupiter Moon!

There!

Wonder Woman--quickly--behind you! A monster--the size of a mountain!
WHY--IT'S A FLY!

BY HERA! THIS IS THE FIRST TIME I EVER STOPPED A FLY WITH A SHIRT BUTTON--

ANGEL--YOU WERE WONDERFUL!

MARY, DARLING--I MEAN DR. DEAN--ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?

THANKS TO WONDER WOMAN! BUT HOW DID YOU ALL GET HERE? DID DR. DIRKE TRAP YOU TOO?

AFTER WONDER WOMAN DESCRIBES WHAT HAPPENED--

WE'VE GOT TO STOP DR. DIRKE BEFORE HE SELLS YOUR INVENTION TO A COUNTRY THAT WILL USE IT FOR WAR! YOU'VE GOT TO CHANGE US BACK TO NORMAL!

I--I CAN'T! THE FORMULA IS NOT COMPLETED!

WHAT?!

WE CAN'T STOP THAT MADMAN! HE COULD CRUSH US WITH A FLICK OF HIS FINGERNAIL!

MARY, YOU'VE GOT TO FINISH THAT FORMULA! JUST TELL ME WHAT YOU NEED AND I'LL GET IT FOR YOU! WE'VE NO TIME TO LOSE!

AT THAT MOMENT--

LOOK OUT! THEY'RE AIMING A CANNON AT US!

YOU FORGET OUR MICROSCOPIC SIZE, STEVE! IT MAY LOOK LIKE A CANNON, BUT IT'S--GREAT SAMPSON'S GHOST! IT'S A MICROSCOPE! DR. DIRKE IS TRYING TO SPOT US!

ONCE HE DOES--HE'LL DESTROY US!
THE AMAZON PRINCESS MAKES AN ASTOUNDING LEAP—

BY HERA! WE'RE NOT GOING TO GIVE HIM AN OPPORTUNITY TO SEE US LONG ENOUGH TO REACH US!

LOOK--WONDER WOMAN'S SMASHING THE MICROSCOPE!

CRASH!

Wonder Woman's blow against the microscope is felt by Dr. Dirke!

What happened? We didn't see a thing!

It was that blasted Amazon! I saw her and the others with the microscope before she broke it! We can't see them now! But I've got a plan to destroy them! Listen!

A FEW MOMENTS LATER, THE DIABOLICAL PLAN IS SET IN MOTION.

Let's go! Be sure you spray every inch of floor!

AT THAT INSTANT, ON THE FLOOR—

Look out! Cloudbursts!

We'll be drowned!

Seizing her trapped friends, Wonder Woman leaps up with them to momentary safety.

Fumes--cough! Cough!--alcohol! Cough!--alcohol will kill us!

It's a race against death! We've got to complete the formula and regain our normal size—before we're sprayed!
I recognize this table leg, Wonder Woman! The enlarging formula is in a test tube and eye dropper on top of the table! I need them both for the experiment!

You'll have them! But watch out for Dr. Dirke's men!

Wonder Woman's amazing leap lands her atop the laboratory table. That glass skyscraper must be the test tube! And that must be the eye dropper alongside of it!

A few moments later--

Look! That test tube and eye dropper! They're falling off the lab table!

Not by themselves! Wonder Woman must be carrying them! Now we've got her! Spray those objects--and she's finished!

At that instant, Wonder Woman drops onto the floor with her titanic burden.

Give me the prescription--and I'll do it! But hurry! I'm sure I was spotted!

The Amazon Princess lowers the test tube--

Two drops! No more, Wonder Woman! Then a single drop from the eye dropper--

Stand back! If those drops spread this way--you'll be drowned!

As Wonder Woman squeezes a single drop of chemical from the eye dropper--

There! The formula is filled! Now--what are you all staring at? What's wrong?

Look! He's found us!

Dr. Dirke's discharging the spray gun straight at us!
WITH LIGHTNING SPEED WONDER WOMAN HURLS HER MAGIC LASSO AT THE MAN WHO THREATENS THEM! IT UNCOILS LIMITLESSLY AND THEN--

AS DR. DIRKE TOPPLES FORWARD----

WHAT MADE HIM FALL?--

WONDER WOMAN! SEE THE LASSO?

NOW'S OUR CHANCE! SPRAY AT THE END OF THE LASSO-- THAT I'LL KILL HER!

UNEFF! SPLASH!

BUT TO THE GANG'S AMAZEMENT, THEY ARE SUDDENLY SET UPON BY WONDER WOMAN--

ZOUNDS! WONDER WOMAN'S BACK TO NORMAL SIZE A-- UG-GHH!

THANKS TO DR. DIRKE! HE SPLASHED US ALL WITH THE FORMULA WHEN HE FELL INTO IT!

LATER-- WITH THE CRIMINALS APPREHENDED--

MAKE SURE THIS TIME THAT YOUR DISCOVERY WON'T BE USED FOR ANYTHING BUT BENEFIT TO PEOPLE!

AND TO DO THAT I MUST KEEP CLOSE CONTROL OF IT! THANKS, WONDER WOMAN! I WILL!
Ewell BLACKWELL
Champion Pitcher of the Cincinnati Reds

Blackwell dazzles opposing hitters with his buggy-whip sidearm delivery. Has a sizzling fast ball. Last season lanky 6’1” righthander turned in 22 victories - including 6 shutouts to pace National League pitchers.
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Blackie pitched only no-hit, no-run game in National League last season. Also led league in strikeouts and equaled long-standing major league record with 16 wins in a row.
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With milk and fruit

"Wheaties and Breakfast of Champions" are registered trade marks of General Mills, Inc.
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From the depths of the Pacific Ocean comes an urgent call for help—summoning Wonder Woman on one of the most amazing adventures of the alluring Amazon's sensation-studded career!

And Wonder Woman—beautiful as Aphrodite, wise as Athena, stronger than Hercules, and swifter than Mercury—speeds to the rescue of Democracy's strangest frontier—an undersea republic—menaced by a ruthless villain from outer space!

You will thrill with excitement as you read of the dauntless courage of the maid from Paradise Isle in her fight against

"The Planet of Plunder!"
ETTA CANDY TAKES THE HOLIDAY GIRLS ON A TRIP TO NEPTUNIA, AMERICAN PROTECTORATE IN THE PACIFIC.

HOP INTO MY PLANE, GIRLS! ARE WE GONNA HAVE A TIME! NEPTUNIA'S FILLED WITH HANDSOME MEN! AND THE HANDSOMEST IS SOLO, THE FORMER RULER! WOO WOO!

IS NEPTUNIA STILL GOVERNED BY UNA-- AND THE WOMEN WONDER WOMAN SENT THERE-- AFTER SHE Defeated NEPTUNIA'S ATTACK AGAINST AMERICA?

YES, HONEY! AND THE NEPTUNIANS HAVE BECOME SWEET AS LAMBS-- AND HAVE GOTTEN OVER THEIR HATRED OF FEMALES!

ETTA! YOU'RE LANDING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE OCEAN!

NATURALLY-- WE'RE GUESTS OF THE MISTRESS PRESIDENTA AND USE HER PORT OF ENTRY-- RIGHT UNDER US!

BUT I DON'T SEE ANY LAND!

YOU WILL! JUST LOOK OUTSIDE-- WHILE I RADIO OUR ARRIVAL!

A MOMENT LATER, GIANT WALLS OF CRYSTALLIZED WATER SHOOT UP AND HOLD THE OCEAN BACK, WHILE THE PLANE IS LOWERED TO THE OCEAN BED.

NEPTUNIA-- WE HAVE ARRIVED! WOO WOO!

GEE-- THIS IS EXCITING!

NEPTUNIA
AT THE ENTRANCE TO NEPTUNIA--
I AM SOLO, EX-MASTER OF MASTERS OF NEPTUNIA. I HAVE BEEN SENT TO BID YOU WELCOME BY UNA, PRESENT PRESIDENTA OF NEPTUNIA!

NOW-- THAT'S WHAT I CALL A HANDSOME WELCOME! HE'S THE MAN I TOLD YOU ABOUT, GIRLS.

GORGEOUS!

SWEET SARSAPARILLA! I'D LOVE TO SING A DUET WITH YOU, SOLO! HAVE A CHOCOLATE! YUM-YUM!

THANK-- GLUB-- YOU! UM-- PLEASE HURRY IN-- BFF!

NO SOONER DOES ETTA STEP INSIDE NEPTUNIA-- THAN SHE IS CAUGHT IN A NET OF UNBREAKABLE NEPTUNIAN "HARD WATER" WIELDED BY A MECHANO, A NEPTUNIAN SLAVE!

LEAPIN' HEIFERS! MEN HAVE BEEN DESALTED INTO MECHANOS AGAIN!

WHAT'S HAPPENED TO THE GOVERNING MISTRESS OF NEPTUNIA?

YOU'LL SOON HAVE A CHANCE TO ASK THEM, WAGGING-TONGUE ONE!

THE HOLLYDAY CAPTIVES ARE TOSSED INTO A CELL.

MEET UNA, EX- PRESIDENTA OF NEPTUNIA, AND HER CABINET! HA HA! NEPTUNIA IS BEING RULED BY MEN AGAIN! PRAISE NEPTUNE!

AFTER THE NEPTUNIANS LEAVE--

IT'S ALL OUR FAULT! WE LET SOLO'S HANDSOME FACE TURN OUR HEADS! WE THOUGHT HE HAD REFORMED-- WHEN ACTUALLY HE WAS PLOTTING TO TRAP US!

WE'VE NOT BEATEN YET! I'LL SEND A MESSAGE TO WONDER WOMAN AT ONCE!
ETTA MENTAL RADIOS WONDER WOMAN.
CALLING WONDER WOMAN!
CALL--

DIANA (WONDER WOMAN) PRINCE RECEIVES ETTA'S S.O.S. AT MILITARY INTELLIGENCE!
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Masters -- we'll soon avenge our defeat at the hands of Wonder Woman!

Aye, Solo! As soon as the Neptunian fleet arrives, we'll wipe Wonder Woman's world from the solar system!

HA-HA!

Master! Our radar board shows a plane nearing Neptunia, but we see no one.

Wonder Woman! She's slipping up on us in her invisible plane. Call out the torpedo squadron! Locate her with our air-current detector -- destroy her instantly!

As the plane circles above Neptunia, Wonder Woman spots a squadron of one-man mechano suicide 'liquid-air torpedoes' zooming up toward her!

Great Hera! I've been spotted!

With lightning movements, the alluring Amazon out-maneuvers the mechans seeking to crash into her plane!

The mechans are crashing into each other!

Even though they tried to kill me, Aphrodite's law directs me to try to save them!
I'll send the mechanos back into the water before they can blow themselves up, trying to crash into me!

The Amazon dives her plane into the ocean at supersonic speed—

By Athena's shield! I'm not going to wait to enter Neptunia the regular way!

I've got to risk whatever trap Solo's set for me—to stop him before he does any more harm!

Splash!
AS WONDER WOMAN DESCENDS INTO THE Labyrinthe CAVES OF NEPTUNIA, HER PROGRESS IS TRACED ON THE NEPTU-Vex TELEVISOR.

LOOK! THE AMAZON HAS DEFEATED THE MECHANOS! PERHAPS SHE'S TOO STRONG FOR US?

DON'T FRET, MASTERS! I HAVE A PLAN!

HA-HA-HA!

HERE IS HOW I PROPOSE TO TRAP WONDER WOMAN! BZZ--BZZ--BZZ--!

A MOMENT LATER THE AMAZON PRINCESS FINDS HER WAY BARRED BY A MASSIVE DOOR.

THE NEPTUNIANS ARE TRYING TO BAR ME FROM GOING ANY FARTHER! I MUST BE GETTING CLOSE TO THEM!

CLANK!

BY HERA! IT WON'T TAKE ME MORE THAN A SECOND TO RIP THIS--

NO SOONER HAS THE AMAZON MAID TOUCHED THE DOOR, THAN SHE IS HURLED BACK BY A MIGHTY FORCE!

ZZZ

BUT THE AGILE WONDER WOMAN LANDS ON HER FEET!

SUFFERING SAPPHO!

THAT DOOR'S MADE OF ANTI-NEPTU-MAGNET METAL!

IT DETRACTS ANYTHING WITHIN ITS ANTI-MAGNETIC FIELD!
I can't crash through that anti-magnetic door—it will only hurl me away every time I touch it! My problem is—to get through the door—even while I'm being hurled away from it!

By Mercury's winged sandals—I have it!

This time, as the mighty anti-magnetic force strikes Wonder Woman, she holds fast to the door with all her Amazon strength...

This is very invigorating! But I wouldn't recommend it to anyone who hasn't had Amazon training!

Wonder Woman is finally hurled away again—but since she maintains her hold on the door—it is wrenched loose with her!

My plan worked!

The alluring Amazon Princess next finds her way barred by armed Mechans!

There's Lakonga—the Neptunian capital where Etta and the girls are imprisoned! Great Hera! More Mechans!

Slay—Wonder—Woman!
I hope I haven't hurt you! But I can't spend too much time playing spears and bracelets!

Ne--puu!

I doubt whether I've seen the last of Solo's attempts to stop me! Merciful Minerva--I was right!

Here comes Solo and his gang of Neptunian masters on flying fish!

Welcome to Neptunia, Wonder Woman!

The Neptunians encircle Wonder Woman with their water-lassoes and lift her into the air.

I am ruling Neptunia again! And as you can see, we men know how to make our strength prevail, even against an Amazon!

With lightning speed, Wonder Woman seizes the lassoes around her and hurls the startled Neptunians into the water.

This is how long a man's strength can prevail against an Amazon!

A--ee-ee!

Splash!
THE SHEER WEIGHT OF THE FALLING NEPTUNIANS PULLS THE STILL-BOUND AMAZON AGAINST A ROCK WITH STUNNING FORCE.

BY NEPTUNE! I KNEW I WOULD TRAP WONDER WOMAN SOONER OR LATER! THIS TIME, I'LL TIE HER WITH HER OWN LASSO TO MAKE SURE SHE WON'T ESCAPE!

THE AMAZON MAID BREAKS ALL THE LASSESS BUT ONE -- THE MAGIC LASSO!

YOU DON'T THINK YOUR PUNY LASSESS WILLL HOLD ME FOR LONG! -- MERCIFUL MINERVA! I'M BOUND WITH MY OWN LASSO!

TOW US TO SHORE, WONDER WOMAN!

NOW YOU'RE COMPULLED TO OBEY ME!

ASHORE, A MOMENT LATER --

MASTER! THE INVASION FLEET OF PLANET PULVERIZERS HAS JUST ARRIVED FROM NEPTUNE!

EXCELLENT!

WONDER WOMAN! I ORDER YOU TO LEAD THE FLEET WITH OUR CAPTIVES' PLANE! WITH YOU DIVERTING SUSPICION, AND THE FLEEET CAMOUFLAGED -- NOTHING CAN SAVE AMERICA -- OUR FIRST TARGET!

I AM COMPULLED TO -- OBEY!!
SOON AFTER, THE AMAZON, IN ETTA'S PLANE, LEADS THE CAMOUFLAGED NEPTUNE INVASION FLEET ON ITS MISSION OF DESTRUCTION.

HA HA! I KNEW NO ONE WOULD RISE TO ATTACK US--WHEN ONLY AN EARTH PLANE IS VISIBLE!

WONDER WOMAN, YOU'RE LIVING PROOF THAT MEN ARE SUPERIOR TO WOMEN! YOU'RE NOT ONLY IN MY POWER, BUT ARE ACTUALLY HELPING ME TO DESTROY AMERICA! HA HA! LOOK AT YOU! HELPLESS TO MAKE A SINGLE MOVE!

AND NOW I'M GOING TO SIGNAL THE FLEET TO PULVERIZE THE VERY COUNTRY YOU'VE SWORN TO PROTECT!

APHRODITE BE WITH ME! I'VE GOT TO ACT--NOW!

WONDER WOMAN SUDDENLY TURNS THE PLANE OVER ON ITS BACK--SPILLING HERSELF AND SOLO INTO SPACE!

THIS WILL BREAK SOLO'S HOLD ON THE LASSO!

CALLING PLANE--SET ROBOT CONTROL--ASCEND 10,000 FEET, EAST 2000 MILES--

AS THE TERRIFIED SOLO RELEASES THE AMAZON, SHE CATCHES HIM AND STOPS HIM FROM FALLING--

I'VE CAUGHT YOU--YOU BIG BABY! DON'T WORRY! MY PLANE WILL REACH US LONG BEFORE WE NEAR THE GROUND!

WONDER WOMAN'S PLANE DIVES AT LIGHTNING SPEED!

THERE--YOU'RE SAFE! NOW FOR YOUR FLEET!

B-B-BUT EVEN YOU CAN'T STOP AN ENTIRE INVASION FLEET!
At supersonic speed, Wonder Woman lassoes the entire invasion fleet!

I can’t believe my eyes! There’s no beating you, Wonder Woman!

There’s no beating power governed by love, you mean!

I’ve radioed ahead! Military intelligence will deal with the fleet now!

I suppose you’re going to kill me—now that I’m in your power?

No, Solo. An Amazon’s use of force is for justice’s sake. I’m turning you over to the authorities.

Woo, Woo! If Solo ate more candy— he’d be less a villain!

Wonder Woman returns to Neptunia and releases the prisoners—

But it was precisely his sweet ways that fooled me into thinking he’d reformed! It won’t happen again, Wonder Woman!

Not as long as you combine wisdom with loving authority, Una!

The End
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"Uppity Bus" Book tells about a bus that runs away with a parrot. WOW!

AND YOU GET "slottie" toy bus and parrot to play with. Easy to put together!

TELL MOM what a fine book this is! Colors! Pictures! Nice enough for a present! all color drawings done by noted artist, Susanne Suba. And in the back of each book you get the "slottie" toy of the Bus and Parrot to take for rides yourself!

EXCLUSIVE RICE KRISPIES OFFER!

Send for book (including a cute "slottie" toy). Just mail 15¢ with a box top from Kellogg's Rice Krispies. And are they fun to eat? Yeah! In milk, they snap! -- crackle! -- pop! And give you the energy to play... play... play!

"Rice Krispies" is a trademark (Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.) for Kellogg's delicious oven-popped rice.

ONLY 15¢ with RICE KRISPIES BOX TOP

MAIL ME the "Uppity Bus" Book with "slottie" toy of Bus and Parrot. Here's my 15¢ and one Rice Krispies box top (end marked "top") for each book ordered.

KELLOGG CO., Dept. 105-S, Battle Creek, Mich.

NAME

STREET

CITY.......ZONE......STATE

Offer limited to residents of United States Only
Hollywood's "Queen of the Westerns" in a comic book all her own!

First Issue! On sale everywhere!

Don't miss the rootin', tootin', shootin' wild west escapades of Dale Evans, the real-life cowgirl who made movie history as the only girl ever voted among the top ten western stars!
Wonder Women

JENNY LIND
(1820 - 1887)
Gifted with a golden voice that captured its listeners' hearts, Jenny Lind never forgot her early struggles and the pangs that hunger can bring. Once successful, she dedicated her efforts to relieving the pains of others. Her lovely tones and equally lovely spirit have enshrined her for all time as the Swedish Nightingale.

JENNY WAS BORN TO POVERTY. HER MOTHER TRIED TO SUPPORT THE FAMILY BY TEACHING AT A SMALL SCHOOL IN STOCKHOLM...

HELLO, MUMMYYYYLY ARE YOU VERY TIRED?

NOT TOO TIRED TO KISS MY LITTLE JENNY!

LACK OF MONEY BROKE UP THE FAMILY...

I AM TAKING A JOB AS A GOVERNESS, JENNY. YOUR GRANDMOTHER IS GOING TO A "WIDOW'S HOME" -- TAKING YOU WITH HER. BE A BRAVE GIRL.

I WILL MUMMYYYYLY.
IN THE CASEMENT WINDOW OF THE "WIDOW'S HOME", THE LONELY LITTLE GIRL USED TO SING TO HER PET CAT.

PASSERS-BY WERE ENCHANTED BY HER VOICE. AMONG THEM WAS THE PERSONAL MAID TO Mlle. Lundberg OF THE ROYAL OPERA.

THE CHILD SINGS CHARMINGLY! MY MISTRESS MUST HEAR THAT VOICE!

BROUGHT BEFORE Mlle. Lundberg, JENNY SANG FOR HER.

THE CHILD IS VERY GIFTED! SHE MUST BE EDUCATED FOR THE STAGE!

HOWEVER, WHEN HERR CROELIUS—SINGING MASTER OF THE ROYAL THEATRE—BROUGHT JENNY BEFORE THE THEATRE'S HEAD.

WHAT, HERR CROELIUS, SHE'S ONLY NINE? THIS ISN'T A NURSERY! THIS IS THE KING'S THEATRE!

BUT AFTER LISTENING TO THE GIRL'S BIRDLIKE VOICE...

AMAZING! SHE IS TO BE TRAINED IN SINGING—SHE IS TO RECEIVE THE BEST EDUCATION POSSIBLE—AND ALL AT GOVERNMENT EXPENSE.

AT THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN, JENNY LIND WAS SINGING IN THE SWEDISH PROVINCES TO EARN MONEY FOR FURTHER STUDY IN PARIS.

CLAP CLAP

ENCORE! BRAVO!
When she arrived in Paris, a year later, she had overworked her voice. Manuel Garcia--greatest singing master of the time--advised her.

It would be useless to teach you, mademoiselle. You have no voice left! I'll not give up.

Nor did Jenny lose heart. For three months she gave her voice complete rest.

Jenny hasn't sung a note in months! Sung? She doesn't even talk! She writes notes so she can save her voice!

And when she went back to see Garcia...

I can hardly believe it, mademoiselle! You have restored your voice... cured it completely!

Then you will take me as your student? I am very happy!

In Copenhagen she began her long career of charity by giving a concert for a children's aid society...

Thank you, mademoiselle Lind!

Also thank Hans Christian Andersen, the teller of fairy tales. He suggested this concert!

Her continued donations to needy persons, plus her splendid singing voice, caused a continent to worship at her feet. It became known as the "Jenny Lind Madness"...

Jenny Lind forever! I love you all, my friends!
P. T. Barnum, famed American showman, signed her for one hundred and fifty concerts, but when he asked New York bankers to finance him...

Jenny's share of her first two concerts was ten thousand dollars! Then at the Mayor's office...

Lend you money, Barnum? Bah! You'll be ruined! Jenny Lind won't take in three thousand dollars!

Take this ten thousand dollars, Mr. Mayor, and divide it among your city's charities! A thousand thanks!

Countless people benefited from this woman's great heart. The quarter of a million dollars she earned in the United States was retained intact as a charity fund to be distributed at her death...

Her voice never lost its purity. Her grandchildren loved to hear her...

Please sing for us, 'An Den Sonnenschein'. You know that is my favorite song!

Her remarkable gifts for song and generosity helped bring nations closer together. She was a good will ambassador for the world...

No woman ever gave away so large a percentage of her own earnings — estimated at over half a million dollars. As a famed author said: 'If any great woman ever earned Heaven's reward for goodness, benevolence and simplicity, surely it was she.'

Diana Prince

Wonder Woman
IT'S a known fact that if you take a word and repeat it over and over again, it soon loses its meaning, and becomes only a sound. You've probably done it yourself.

But did you ever try it with your own name?

Go on. Try it. Say your name over and over a few times. Does it have any meaning? Well, whether you think it has or not, the chances are nine hundred and ninety nine out of a thousand that it has, and a very good and logical one, too.

To find the sources of the ever-present subject of names, we have to go back, as is usual with most things in our civilization, thousands of years.

There weren't any books called "1,001 Names For Baby" then to choose from, and people couldn't very well go around shouting "Hey, you!" at each other. They had to call each other something. And, little by little, they began to make use of three main sources for the purpose of identifying each other.

First, they used characteristics—either what the new baby looked like, or what kind of person they hoped he'd be when he grew older.

That's how we get names like Fairchild, or Brown, or Morris (which is a contraction for Moorish, who were dark people).

There's Adams and Reid, both of which mean red, or ruddy. One in Hebrew... Adams... and the other in Scotch.

Julius means yellow hair. All you Hoyts should be nimble. Oscar is an agile warrior. Bert means bright, and there are many variations, all of which mean some degree of brightness: Robert, Albert, Hubert, and so on.

The next source that people went to, looking for new and meaningful names, was occupation.

If you think about this for even a few moments, you'll be able to think of dozens of names which are, or were, occupations.

Here are a few to start; maybe your own is among them. If so, chances are one of your ancestors did that very thing: Mason, Baker, Turner, Carpenter, Cook, Walker, Farmer.

But probably the most famous of all names which is derived from an occupation is Smith. It comes from the word 'smite' which means to strike, or deal a blow, and it refers to the many dif-
Servants were given names that fitted their duties. The first Stewart was undoubtedly some nobleman’s steward. The Baileys collected his rents, the Butlers looked after his wine, and the Parkers were in charge of his park.

Animals were also favored when it came to giving names. The original Mr. Fox must have been sly, and Mr. Lamb was certainly meek.

If we seem to be slighting girls, it’s only because sons were considered more important, and girls weren’t often given names—because nobody spoke much to them, and they didn’t have trades or crafts.

What girls names there were, though, usually referred to something beautiful. Flora and Florence both mean flower. Stella and Estelle are stars. And, of course, there are the flowers—Rose, Violet, Daisy, etc.

In ancient days, of course, a name such as Rose Benson, for instance, would have been impossible, for Benson referred to son of Ben, and Rose was a girl.

But today, names are borrowed from the old ones, although it is interesting to think of the names there might be, if we followed the old custom of naming people after their jobs.

Can you imagine a name like Pilot? Or Engineer? How about John Wireless or Peter Radar?

So if you ever get tired of your name, just stop and think that somewhere, sometime, many years ago, somebody thought long and hard to bestow a name that meant something.

And whatever your name is, wear it proudly!
Crime has countless guises, an infinite number of masquerades to gain its lawless ends—and this time evil strikes in the garb of an ancient sorcerer! Shrewd wizardry and ruthless force make a powerful potion as Wonder Woman—beautiful as Aphrodite, wise as Athena, stronger than Hercules, and swifter than Mercury—discovers when she pits her amazing strength and Amazon ingenuity against "the racketeer of magic!"
In a small park in the bustling financial district, Diana (Wonder Woman) Prince relaxes a moment. It's so peaceful here, I feel as if crime just doesn't exist!

But suddenly—
That careless driver! He may injure someone!

All-powerful Athena! What's that I see?

A burst of light startles the pedestrians!

Now where did that flash come from?

Look at that!

Heavens!

A strange figure appears out of the burst of light!

Who are you?

I am the Wizard Trixter! I have come from the year 1313!

With a wave of his wand, Trixter calls to the crowd and—

All who believe in me will see themselves becoming young and beautiful... young... beautiful...

Wonderful!

Look!

It's true! Oh, my!

All who believe in me will see themselves becoming young and beautiful... young... beautiful...

Wonderful!

Look!

It's true! Oh, my!
But Diana's Amazon trained vision is not so easily tricked! Don't believe what you think you see! It's just mass hypnotism!

Diana's warning breaks the hypnotic spell! We didn't really change!

You see? Trixter is only a charlatan!

It's a shame! That, dear people, was just a temporary sample of my powers!

Trixter can do anything! He's right!

I want to be young!

Make me beautiful again!

Make me rich!

Diana swiftly changes to Wonder Woman!

There's only one way to make the people realize Trixter is tricking them--I'll have to expose him!

Calling robot plane!

Responding to the mental radio summons, the super-swift plane takes Wonder Woman to Paula's secret underground laboratory!

Hola, Princess! What quest brings you here?

I wish to use your space transformer, Paula, to unmask a hypnotist who is preying on people's credulity!

Have the space transformer send me back five minutes before Trixter's arrival, so I can find out what happened before the Flash!
WONDER WOMAN LEAPS ON TRIXTER'S CAR--

FLASHGUN POWDER READY, BOSS?

YES! HERE'S WHERE I GET OUT--

FOR THE SLICKIEST CONFIDENCE RACKET
I EVER THOUGHT UP!

HERE I COME IN
A FLASH--AND I'M
AFTER THE CASH!

SO THAT'S HOW HE
DID IT--

CALLING PAULA--
RETURN ME TO LAB--

RETURNED TO THE LAB, THE AMAZON SUDDENLY
HEARS THE RADIO NEWS--

THIS IS THE
INQUIRING RADIO REPORTER--
I MUST GET BACK AND EXPOSE HIM!

INTRODUCING TRIXTER, THE
ALLEGED WIZARD WHO

GREAT HERA!

MOMENTS LATER, WONDER WOMAN'S SILENT
PLANE DROPS HER AT THE SCENE OF THE RADIO
INTERVIEW--

YOU WERE SAYING, TRIXTER--WHAT?

WONDER WOMAN!

HERE'S MY CHANCE
TO MAKE A FOOL OF
WONDER WOMAN!

MY DEAR PUBLIC! IF WONDER WOMAN
THinks I AM
A FRAUD, LET HER ACCEPT MY
CHALLENGE--A DUEL
OF POWERS TO LIFT THE "FREEDOM STATUE"
TOMORROW MORNING!

ACCEPTED! I'LL BE THERE!

EARLY THE NEXT DAY AT THE "FREEDOM STATUE"
--

LADIES FIRST, WONDER WOMAN!
LET'S SEE YOU LIFT THE STATUE.

WITH PLEASURE! THIS WILL BE FUN!
EFFORTLESSLY, THE MIGHTY AMAZON LIFTS THE TOWERING STATUE!

SUDDENLY--

STATUE--RISE! OBSERVE--MY MAGIC POWERS HAVE AVERTED A TRAGEDY!

A PRIMITIVE METHOD OF LIFTING--BUT THEN, OF COURSE, YOU ARE ONLY A WOMAN!

GREAT HERA! THE STATUE IS SLIPPING! I CAN'T SEE TO HOLD ONTO IT!

SOMETHING SEEMED TO LIFT THE STATUE OUT OF MY GRASP AS I WAS SETTING IT DOWN! BUT HOW WAS IT DONE?

BY APHRODITE! THERE'S NO WIND AND YET THOSE SEAGULLS ARE BEING DRAGGED UPWARD! I'M GOING TO FIND OUT WHY!

LEAVING, WONDER WOMAN? DOES THE DEMONSTRATION DEMORALIZE YOU?

NOT AT ALL! I MERELY HAVE SOMETHING TO INVESTIGATE!
SO--THIS IS HOW TRIXTER WAS ABLE TO LIFT THE STATUE WITHOUT USING HIS HANDS--A PLANE WITH A MAGNETIC RAY DOES HIS LIFTING FOR HIM!

INSIDE THE PLANE--
HA-HA! ANYBODY CAN DO MAGIC WITH THIS ANTI-GRAVITY RAY!
AMAZING HOW IT CUTS THE ELECTROMAGNETIC LINES OF THE EARTH'S GRAVITY, ALLOWING CENTRIFUGAL FORCE TO LIFT THE STATUE!

WISH I COULD HAVE SEEN WONDER WOMAN'S FACE WHEN WE PULLED THE STATUE OUT OF HER HANDS!

LOOK! WONDER WOMAN!

GET HER!--BEFORE SHE CAN SQUEAL ABOUT THE ANTI-GRAV RAY!

SO THEY WANT TO PLAY BULLETS-AND-BRACELETS--

I'LL USE SOME OF THEIR BULLETS TO PUT THEIR RAY MACHINE OUT OF COMMISSION!

YIPE! SHE WRECKED THE ANTI-GRAY GENERATOR!

RELEASED FROM THE ANTI-GRAVITY RAY, THE MASSIVE STATUE PLUMMETS TOWARD THE HORRIFIED CROWD!

NO TIME TO CAPTURE TRIXTER'S GANG WHILE THE PEOPLE BELOW ARE IN DANGER!
LANDING, THE MIGHTY MAID RESTORES THE STATUE TO ITS BASE.

WONDER WOMAN'S INTERFERENCE WITH MY MAGIC SPELL PLACED THE PEOPLE IN DANGER!

I'LL GET THE TRUTH OUT OF HIM IN A MOMENT!

HURRAY FOR WONDER WOMAN!
WE'RE SAVED!

NOW YOU WILL TELL THESE PEOPLE WHO YOU REALLY ARE AND HOW YOU RAISED THE STATUE!

ONCE SHE GETS ME WITH THAT MAGIC LASSO, I'M SUNK!

THIS RING WILL HELP ME TO ESCAPE IT!

UNSEEN BY THE AUDIENCE, TRIXTER PARALYZES HIMSELF WITH HIS RING THAT INDUCES ELECTRICAL SHOCK.

OH--N!
MERCIFUL MINERVA! HE'LL TRY ANYTHING!

WHAT-- HAPPENED?
WHAT'S WRONG WITH HIM?

HE'LL BE ALL RIGHT!
I'LL TAKE HIM TO PAULA'S LAB AND REVIVE HIM-- THEN WE'LL SEE WHAT THIS IS ALL ABOUT!

BUT A SAFE DISTANCE AWAY--
WHAT A BREAK-- GETTING AWAY FROM WONDER WOMAN!

BUT NOW SHE'S GOT TRIXTER IN HER PLANE! WE'VE GOT TO FOLLOW THEM!
THE GANG TRAILS THE AMAZON TO THE ROOF OF PAULA'S SECRET UNDERGROUND LABORATORY--

I'LL CUT OUR MOTOR AND GLIDE SO WONDER WOMAN WON'T HEAR US!

INSIDE PAULA'S LABORATORY--

THE PURPLE HEALING RAY WILL BRING HIM TO, PRINCESS!

WELL WATCH WHERE SHE GOES SO WE CAN FOLLOW HER--

TRIXTER PARA-

LYZED HIMSELF TO ESCAPE THE MAGIC LASSO, PAULA!

THE HEALING RAY SWIFTLY RESTORES THE SHORT-

CIRCUITED NERVE CHANNELS.

HERE'S A CHANCE TO TRY OUT MY NEW "FACT-FINDER" WHICH TRANSFORMS ELECTRONIC BRAIN IMPULSES INTO VISUAL IMAGES ON PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM. IF IT IS SET PROPERLY, IT WILL PROJECT A SHORT WAY INTO THE FUTURE--

TELL US THE TRUTH ABOUT YOURSELF, TRIXTER!

SOMETHING COMPELS ME-- MY SCHEME IS TO USE PHONEY MAGIC AS A RACKET AND TO PREY ON PEOPLE'S SUPERSTITIONS AND TAKE THEIR MONEY AWAY FROM THEM.

TRIXTER'S MOB ARRIVES WITH PARALYZING WANDS AND--

POLICE HEADQUARTERS WILL LIKE TO HAVE THIS FILM EXPOSING TRIXTER'S "MAGIC" SCHEME -- OHHH!

WE'VE GOT THEM, BOSS!

I'LL SMASH THE MACHINE, BOSS! THEN THERE'LL BE NO EVIDENCE AGAINST YOU!

NO, YOU FOOL! IT'S WORTH A FORTUNE TO US-- I'LL SHOW THE FUTURE! WE CAN CLEAN UP BY KNOWING IN ADVANCE WHAT'S TO HAPPEN!
I've figured out a racket, at $100 a treatment, making people think they're as strong as Wonder Woman! I've got the stage all set—and now I'll use Wonder Woman to help us!

First, I'll look into the future to see if there's any unexpected developments in my scheme. No—there's Wonder Woman obeying me—lifting a huge dynamo at my bidding!

Ah-ha-a! She's trying to make me drop the magic lasso—so she can escape!

How, Trixter?

She's spinning the armature of that dynamo to shock me into dropping the lasso! Very clever! But rubber gloves and a rubber platform will stop electricity!

Let me see! Oh—oh—h!

You clumsy idiot!

Ruined! And I don't know how to repair it!

B-b-but—You've still got Wonder Woman—an prisoner!

Yes! And now that I know how Wonder Woman will try to wreck my racket—I'll be ready for her! And foil her!
CALL UP THE NEWSPAPERS AND TELL THEM WONDER WOMAN ADMITS I AM A WIZARD AND WILL HELP ME PROVE IT AT CIVIC HALL TONIGHT!

WOW! THE PLACE WILL BE JAMMED!

MERCIFUL MINERVA! I'VE GOT TO MAKE TRIXTER DROP THE LASSO SOMEHOW!

THAT NIGHT AT CIVIC HALL -- TRIXTER'S MAGICAL LEMON-COLORED RAY CAN MAKE YOU AS STRONG AS I AM!

CORRECT! AND AT ONLY $100 A TREATMENT! STEP RIGHT UP, FOLKS! WHO'LL BE THE FIRST?

IN THE AUDIENCE IS COL. STEVE TREVOR -- THIS MUST BE ON THE LEVEL!

SURE! WONDER WOMAN SAYS IT IS!

IT'S WORTH $100 FOR A TREATMENT!

WONDER WOMAN WOULD NEVER OBEY THAT HUMBUG OF HER OWN FREE WILL!

IN THE AUDIENCE IS COL. STEVE TREVOR -- THIS MUST BE ON THE LEVEL!

SURE! WONDER WOMAN SAYS IT IS!

IT'S WORTH $100 FOR A TREATMENT!

WONDER WOMAN WOULD NEVER OBEY THAT HUMBUG OF HER OWN FREE WILL!

 THESE PEOPLE CAN'T REALLY BE LIFTING SUCH HEAVY OBJECTS! I'M GOING TO FIND OUT WHAT'S BEHIND ALL THIS!

LOOK, DAD! GOSH! I'M LIFTING 500 POUNDS!

TRIXTER MUST BE USING WONDER WOMAN'S MAGIC LASSO -- BUT I DON'T SEE IT! I'VE GOT TO GET CLOSER!

HEY! YOU! COME BACK HERE!

STEVE!

NO WONDER I COULDN'T SEE THE LASSO -- IT MERGES WITH THE LEMON-COLORED LIGHT! I'LL -- OHHH...

OOPS! IT SLIPPED!
WELL, WELL, ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN! BUT MY MAGIC WILL QUICKLY HEAL HIM!

POOR STEVE!

TRIXTER NOW ORDERS THE MIGHTY AMAZON TO LIFT THE HEAVIEST OBJECT ON THE STAGE!

YES, FOLKS! YOU, TOO, CAN LIFT THIS HEAVY DYNAMO AS EASILY AS WONDER WOMAN CAN—ALL RIGHT, PUT IT DOWN NOW, WONDER WOMAN!

HMM! THIS IS AS LIGHT AS A FEATHER! --OH-HI! I THINK I KNOW WHAT TRIXTER HAS DONE--

BUT AS THE ALLURING AMAZON PREPARES TO LOWER THE MASSIVE DYNAMO--

I MUST OBEY! --BUT I'LL USE THE DYNAMO TO FREE MYSELF FROM TRIXTER!

HA-HA! THIS IS WHAT I SAW IN THE "FACT-FINDER"—WONDER WOMAN PREPARING TO ESCAPE ME! BUT I'M READY FOR HER!

SPINNING THE DYNAMO ARMATURE AT LIGHTNING SPEED, WONDER WOMAN BUILDS UP AN ELECTRICAL CHARGE IN HERSELF AND THE MAGIC LASSO!

PUT THE DYNAMO DOWN, WONDER WOMAN!

HMM! SO HE GUESSED MY PLAN—WELL, HIS VICTORY WILL BE SHORT-LIVED!
AS THE BEAUTIFUL AMAZON PRINCESSobeys Trixter's command, she suddenly leaps forward and...

YEOW!! WHAT HAPPENED?

YOU GROUNDED--AND TOOK THE ELECTRICAL CHARGE IN SPITE OF YOURSELF!

FREED OF THE MAGIC LASSO'S POWER, THE AGILE AMAZON SWIFTLY CAPTURES TRIXTER AND HIS GANG--

THIS WILL KEEP YOU SUBDUED UNTIL THE POLICE ARRIVE!

RUSHING INTO THE WINGS OF THE STAGE, WONDER WOMAN FINDS STEVE--

SURE, ANGEL--JUST A LITTLE DIZZY!

I SURE WAS FOOLISH TO BELIEVE IN TRIXTER'S MAGICAL POWER!

SAME HERE!

STEVE--I THINK THESE PEOPLE HAVE LEARNED THAT THE ONLY TRUE MAGIC IS IN SCIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE!

YOU'RE RIGHT, BEAUTIFUL!

WONDER WOMAN LEAPS INTO THE PIT OF THE THEATER AND--

LOOK! MAGNETS!

YES, BUT SPECIAL MAGNETS! BY REVERSING THE POLES, THE HEAVY OBJECTS WERE NOT DRAWN TO THEM--BUT REPELLED FROM THEM. NATURALLY, THAT MADE THEM EASY TO LIFT.
SCIENCE - SNAPS

You can tell the distance of a flash of lightning by counting the time it takes for you to hear the roll of thunder following it. If you count the seconds and then divide the total by five, you will have the approximate distance in miles that the lightning was away from you.

Sometimes you don't hafta count seconds and divide to know how far away the lightning is... gulp!

I'll get you that engagement ring yet, honey!

Neon is colorless, though it glows a brilliant red when an electric current is passed through it in a near-vacuum. If a few drops of mercury are inserted in the tube of neon, the light becomes a brilliant blue... which in a yellow-tinted tube, appears green.

Diamonds sometimes fall from the sky. They exist in meteorites, and several diamond-studded meteorites actually have been found.

I'll settle for a plain electric bulb sign... if it's on a stand selling soda pop!

Oh-oh!

As far as science has been able to discover, there are no two objects in the world exactly alike, no matter whether they are natural or artificial.

Nine-tenths of the total weight of an iceberg is below the surface of the water!

I'm gonna quit swimmin' under water!
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To ALL JUNIOR JUSTICE SOCIETY OF AMERICA MEMBERS:
Here is an important secret code message from WONDER WOMAN!

25:11-18-12 9-21-20-26-24-21-18
7-20-10 14-7-22-22-15-20-11-25-25!

WONDER WOMAN, Secretary
THE JUNIOR JUSTICE SOCIETY OF AMERICA
480 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.

Please enroll me as a member of the JUNIOR JUSTICE SOCIETY OF AMERICA. I promise to uphold the principles of right and Justice. I enclose 10 cents in coins to cover cost of Complete Membership Outfit.

Check Box which corresponds to your standing:
New Member [ ] Old Member [ ]

Name: ____________________________ Age: ______
Street or Box No. __________ City_________ State_________

If you are not already a member of the JJSA, here is your golden opportunity to join this worthwhile organization! Simply fill out this coupon and mail it today!
Everything you want in a magazine! Drama! Excitement! Action!

Gang Busters
You can't beat the law!
Based on the smash radio series

District Attorney
Law vs. Crime
No. 3

The punch-packed case-histories of men who tried to beat the law—and of the lawmen who beat them to the final draw!

Tops in radio! Now tops in comics!
NEW TARGET RANGE for DAISY B-B Rifle Shooters!

Amazing 4 Way ACTION Range Ready at Dealers!

Be an expert shot with the help of this amazing new ACTION Target Range! Spin "Birdies"—shatter "Hanging Spots"—Break "Sticks"—smack the "Bull"! Built of husky, colored, corrugated cardboard. Replaceable backstop. Easily portable. For basement, attic, outdoors... and as extra ACTION Target Range for Targeteer Pistol. Hurry—buy complete Range now (includes Manual-Instruction Booklet) at your Daisy dealer!

ACTION TARGET RANGE ALSO IDEAL TO USE WITH TARGETEER PISTOL SET

Daisy's safe family fun gun, indoors or out! Low muzzle velocity prevents indoor damage—yet shoots accurately up to 120 yards. Long 10" barrel. Complete Outfit includes Air Pistol, 500 Special .118 caliber Targeteer Shot, 2 spinning "Birdies", 25 Target Cards. Backstop, Dad, Mom, Sister will also enjoy Targeteer. Ask your dealer!

BIG NEWS!
The brand-new, handy pocket-size, 128-Page Daisy Handbook No. 2 (with latest Daisy Air Rifle Catalog in it) is ready for YOU. Complete comic strips starring Capt. Marvel, Robotman, Red Ryder, Ibis, Two Gun Percy. Also: camping, fishing, tips, cowboys, "savvy" jokes, quizzes, magic. Many others. Supply limited. Send Coupon with thin dime (10c coin) plus unused 3c stamp—we'll rush your copy postpaid.

Order NOW!

PICTURE FOR YOUR ROOM!
Get this gigantic, 19x22 inch, colored lithograph of famous Boys Bill of Rights oil painting. Turn to your folks. It may help them decide to get you a Daisy! Send only 15c in coins, please, used 3c stamp.

SPECIAL BARGAIN!
We'll send both Handbook No. 2 (with new, bound-in Daisy Catalog) AND Bill of Rights picture for only 25c in coins!

Daisy MFG. CO., 809 UNION ST., Dept. B, PLYMOUTH, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.


Rush to me postpaid your: ☐ PICTURE & HANDBOOK BARGAIN! ☐ BILL OF RIGHTS PICTURE! ☐ DAISY HANDBOOK No. 2!
1 enclosure 15c coins, 3c stamp.

Name

St. & No.

City State